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PROJECT FACTS



Project Overview
The Canada Summer Games brought athletes from across all of Canada’s Provinces and Territories to
compete in 17 sports and 20 different disciplines. The Canada Summer Games were originally scheduled to
be held in the Niagara Region in August 2021. The Covid 19 Pandemic, however, caused the games to be
postponed and rescheduled for August 2022. The upcoming games required the construction of a new
building and games park. The site selected for the construction of these facilities and to host a number of
the Canada Summer Games events was an area on the Brock University Campus along the Thorold and St.
Catharines border. The park consisted of an outdoor track, a modern designed building housing a warm up
track, quad gym equal to 4 full size basketball courts, two arenas, and various offices.

Lafarge was contacted by Aquicon to supply concrete for the construction of the Canada Summer Games
Building and Park, this included foundations, slabs, steel gray coloured concrete for polished floors, and the
exterior hardscape concrete. The Canada Games Building and Park was to be constructed not just to host
the Canada Summer Games but also as a legacy facility designed to continue to service the community long
after the games have ended. Lafarge supplied approximately 6,000 m³ of concrete for the building portion of
the project covering all the concrete components, the facility was a modern design that included energy
saving feature as well as a green roof. The UCC Group was selected to be the exterior Hardscape contractor
for the Canada Summer Games Park and was tasked with following the open and inviting community
oriented vision of the Architects for the exterior of the Canada Games Building.



The task of creating the exterior portions commenced with the less than glamourous process of installing
curbs throughout the park, Lafarge supplied approximately 460 m³ to UCC Group during the curb
installation process. The exterior concrete leading up to the buildings was a simple, traditional concrete look
with an elegant design to welcome all the visitors and athletes to the Canada Games Building as well as
welcome the members of the community that will continue to use the facilities after the Canada Summer
Games. The exterior hardscape featured a traditional 32 Mpa C-2 concrete with a broom finish coming from
the sidewalks and gradually expanding into a larger patio style area in front of the entrances which provided
a large welcoming area for visitors. The large area in front of the area also featured a series of garden areas
with partial raised borders that provided some seating for visitors as well as strategically placed boulders
that could also be used as seating. 

These additional features help to provide a welcoming feeling and allowing people to comfortably socialize
outside of the building while enjoying events for the Canada Summer Games and during community events
that will continue to be held at facilities after the Canada Summer Games. The sidewalks and exterior
entrance hardscapes were constructed by UCC Group between July – October 2021 and were completed in
November 2021 which was well in time for the Canada Summer Games. Lafarge delivered approximately
1,670 m³  of concrete to the UCC Group for the placement and finishing of the sidewalks and exterior
hardscape for the Canada Summer Games Building. In total between the curbs, sidewalks, and exterior
hardscapes Lafarge delivered approximately 2,130 m³  of concrete to the UCC Group who performed an
excellent job placing and finishing this amount of concrete in a timely fashion for such a high profile
project/event.



The Canada Summer Games Building and Park were an enormous endeavor that were successfully
completed by Aquicon, UCC Group, Tri-Con based on the quality designs from MJMA/Raimondo Architects
and Blackwell Engineering for a high profile Canadian event. The athletes and visitors were welcomed to the
new facilities in Niagara during the Canada Summer Games in August 2022, the games were an
overwhelming success. The Canada Summer Games Building and Park will continue to be a landmark at
Brock University and will continue to provide facilities to the community for many years to come.


